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N T E R N A T I O N A L I S T

«The highest heroic effort of which old society is
still capable is national war; and this is now proved to be a mere governmental humbug, intended
to defer the struggle of classes, and to be thrown
aside as soon as that class struggle bursts out into
civil war. Class rule is no longer able to disguise
itself in a national uniform; the national governments are one as against the proletariat!»
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There is no capitalism
without war !

To abolish war,
we have to

MARX - THE CIVIL WAR IN FRANCE

abolish capitalism !

• Against capitalist war and peace
• We underline: 1929-1939: 25 concentration camps in England.
• Bangladesh... not just floods!
• A repugnant spectacle - «Our contempt for the blue ribbon»
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The invariance of the revolutionary position on war:

The meaning of revolutionary defeatism.
Against capitalist war and peace
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• Down with capitalist war! Down with capitalist peace!
(Internationalist Proletarians)
• Against War, Against Peace (ASAN)

ORIENTATION

If you want to know more about
our programmatic positions,
you can subscribe to any of our publications:
COMMUNISM, COMUNISMO,
COMMUNISME, KOMMUNISMUS...
Subscriptions should be sent to
CCP: 000-1292807-88 of B.Vandomme
saying which review you require.

We underline:
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Bangladesh... not just floods!
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Murderous floods and famines...
thanks to nation and progress! ........................................................................... 22

COMRADES,
A review like this can only fully succeed
in its task of organising communist action if it has active participation of its
readers and sympathisers. Any contribution you make - theoretical, critical
or practical - will help us to forge a real
revolutionary tool.
Use this material! It is no one’s private
property - it is part of the heritage of
the accumulated experience of our
class. The class that is fighting to destroy wage-labour and so all classes,
all exploitation. Use these texts, discuss
them, reproduce them,...
If our positions interest you - if you want to
discuss them or to work with us - contact
the INTERNATIONALIST COMMUNIST
GROUP by writing to the following address (without mentioning the group’s
name on the envelope):
B.P. 54
Saint-Gilles (BRU) 3
1060 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
Email: icgcikg@yahoo.com
http://www.geocities.com/paris/6368/

A repugnant spectacle
«Our contempt for the blue ribbon»
Our presence on the Internet
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THESES OF PROGRAMMATICAL
ORIENTATION
IN ENGLISH, IN SPANISH, IN FRENCH, IN ARABIC.

(4 $ - 4 - 3£ - 160 Bef)

Read also our press on INTERNET
http://www.geocities.com/paris/6368/

This review is produced by militants whose first language is
not English. We arranged for comrades and sympathizers to
translate the texts for this review because we see the necessity
for internationalism. We are fully aware that there remain
various mistakes and imperfections. It is up to you to help us
make the next issue better in both content and form.
We badly need English language documents, books, reviews,...
on the communist movement to help write and translate
articles. We ask our readers to contact us if they wish to give
or exchange such titles (e.g. for similar French texts)
IN SPANISH
IN FRENCH
IN ENGLISH
WARNING
We wish to thank B. Vandomme who as “chief editor” of this review allows us to legally publish
and circulate our press. Nevertheless, this person does not answer politically for the content
and the positions expressed in our press.
On the other hand the responsibility and the production of our articles are the result of a
collective activity - this is the reason why the articles are not signed. They are the expression
of a class that lives and struggles to destroy wage-labour and therefore all exploitation, all
classes.
The editorial staff

IN ARABIC

Austrian and Russian soldiers fraternizing at the battle front in 1917

